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	[image: ]Tradigital Maya: A CG Animator's Guide to Applying the Classical Principles of Animation, 9780123852229 (0123852226), Focal Press, 2011

	Explore Disney's 12 principles of animation, while learning how to animate in Maya. You can develop your own leading digital techniques rooted to traditional workflows. From squash and stretch to timing and appeal, you will enhance your creative toolset with strong classics training and cutting edge techniques. Trusted Maya Authority, Lee Montgomery offers the only artistic guide to applying the principles of traditional animation with Maya's tools, which are used in production by the best animators and VFX artists today. Add another webpage to your favourites and expand your digital workflow to include the practical resources of the Tradigital Maya with the robust companion web site that include demonstrations, project files, links to further resources, available at www.tradigitalmaya.com.
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Python for FinancePackt Publishing, 2014

	If your interest is finance and trading, then using Python to build a financial calculator makes absolute sense. As does this book which is a hands-on guide covering everything from option theory to time series.


	Overview

	
		Estimate market risk, form various portfolios, and estimate their variance-covariance...
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Electrical Engineer's Portable HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2003
THE NO. 1 ON-THE-JOB ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REFERENCE
This quick-look-up working tool, packed with tables, charts, and checklists, takes the guesswork out of almost any electrical design task or calculation. Indispensable for electrical engineers, designers, and technicians, the Handbook provides immediate fingertip...
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Total Knee ArthroplastySpringer, 2005

	"Take away my knee pain and give me better motion". This is what the arthritic patient expects from a Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA). By virtue of standardization of the TKA procedure, surgeons can nowadays solve the pain issue for the majority of the patients.


	Restoration of function is a goal of a different order and...
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Learn Keras for Deep Neural Networks: A Fast-Track Approach to Modern Deep Learning with PythonApress, 2018

	
		Learn, understand, and implement deep neural networks in a math- and programming-friendly approach using Keras and Python. The book focuses on an end-to-end approach to developing supervised learning algorithms in regression and classification with practical business-centric use-cases implemented in Keras.

	
		The overall...
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Applied Genetic Programming and Machine LearningCRC Press, 2009

	This book delivers theoretical and practical knowledge on extension of Genetic Programming (GP) for practical applications. It provides a methodology for  integrating Genetic Programming and machine-learning techniques. The developmentof such tools contributes to the establishment of a more robust evolutionary framework when addressing...
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Extreme Programming Refactored: The Case Against XPApress, 2003
Extreme Programming Refactored: The Case Against XP is meant to  provide an independent look at Extreme Programming. It is meant to cut through  the marketing hype of Extreme Programming and expose a number of weaknesses with  this approach to software development. It tries to draw a distinction between  true "agility" in a...
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